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THE WEATHERING OF ALUMINUM ALLOY SHEET MATERIALS USED IN AIRCRAFT

By WILLARD. MUTCHLDR

SUMMARY

T}Leinvesti.galwnof the mrrosion of aluminum a.thy
81~etmderiaik ‘used in aircraft ums begun ai the Bureau
of Standards in 192?6,at the reqw%t of d8 8po?woring
governmental qymcia, rnz, the Bureau of Aeronum5cs,
Na~ Department, th Army Air Corps, and the National
Advisoy Committeefor Aeronautics. It hasfor i.ihpwr-
pose the study of the cauatx of corrosion emb%kmeni “
dwrahrnin-type alloys and the developmentof methookf:
da elimination.

The prewd report contains r&, obtuimxl in an
exten8ive8eria of weaih4r-cxpo8uretests,which reveulthe
etient to which thi?resistance of the Indt7id8 to corromkn
was a$ected by variabkjactors in their hea.itreatnuwd
and by tlu applicdion of vari.ouaswface protectwe caai-
ing8. The re.s?dts‘indicatetti the 8heet mutwi&?.8are to
be regardedw thoroughlyreliable,from the standpoint oj
tluir permanence in service,providedproper preuzutions
are taken to reno% them corrosian-resistani.

INTRODUCTION

TIIe impetus toward improvements in aircraft ‘con-
struction originating during the World War has per-
sisted to the present day. During the war betterments
in design were of primary importance. Materials of
construction were given secondmy consideration,
since airplanes were frequently destroyed in service or
rendmed obsolete by changes in design before any
serious impairment in the properties of their mfiteria,ls
had occurred. At the conclusion of the war mood was
most widely used, although there was evident a deiinite
trend tmmrd all-metal construction.

HedAreatible aluminum alloys, beoause of their
desirable quality of high strength combined with low
weight, rapidly came to be regarded as outstanding
among the materials upon which future progws in aU-
metal aircraft construction depended. Duralumin
sbeot was accordingly used in lighter-than-air craft
for practically the entire framework; and in airplanes
for floats, fuselage, and wing coverings.

Instrmcea of failure caused by corrosive attack,
however, occasioned n period of reaction and a con-
tention that this material was unsuitable for use in
aircraft. The difhcultiea were experienced principally
with sheet material and rivets, which became seriously

embrittled. On occasions certain sheets would be
rendered useless after a few months’ service, while
djacent sheets exhibited no low in physical properties.
The behavior of the material seemed inexplicably
erratic.

It ‘was dur@ this period of uncertainty that the
investigation of corrosion embrittlement in sheet rdu-
minum tioys was undertaken at the Bureau of Stand-
ards. The purposes of the inves~~ation were twofold:
First, to establish the causes of the deterioration by
embrittlement of high-stren@ aluminum alloys in
sheet form and more particularly the type of corrosive
attack designated as intercrystdline; and second, to
study methods of retarding or eliminating this deterio-
ration.

In the eadier stages of the work short-time laboratory
corrosion tests constituted the principal approach to
these problems and yielded information of considerable
value. But such tests, however carefully performed,
cannot be expected to reproduce accurately specific
conditions of service. The results obtained could at
best be regarded as only qualitative indications of the
possible behavior in setice. The need for coniirma-
tcry service data became more apparent as the labora-
tory oorrosion tests progressed. The only practical
w-myto obtain systematic data of this kind consisted in
the exposure of materials to the weather. This course
was followed and this report consists largely of a dis-
cussion of the results obtained in the weather-esposure
tests, together with some correlation with the results
obtained in the laboratory. The results of the latter
have already been reported upon in some detail
(referencw 1 to 7).

It may be stated at the outset that the results ob-
tained in the present investigation wwrant confidence
in the dependability of properly prepared duralumin
as a material for aircraft construction, and afford n
foundation for the understanding of its beho,vior
under corrosive conditions.

MATERIALS

Most of the teats were carried out upon 14-gage sheet
duralumin, 0.064 inch thick, and the results obtained
are strictly applicable only to materials of this thicli-
ness. The term “durahmin” is frequently loosely
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umd to refer to any of the strong aluminum alloys.
Its use here is restricted to wrought aluminum-base
alloys containing approximately 4 percent copper,
0.5 percent maggwium, 0.5 percent mwiganese, tO-
gether with small amounts of iron and silicon, that
result from impurities in the aluminum. The chemi-
cal compositions of the principal materials used are
given in table I. The alloys designated as 17S and B
were furnished by two American manufacturer and
me representative of commercial duralumin. Most
of the remaining alloys were included principally to
determine the effects of changes in composition upon
the corrosion resistance.

Alloy I-1 was a specially prepared duralumin in
which the iron-silicon ratio was controlled so as to be
about 1 : 1. The combined content of these two ele-
ments was also appreciably lower than is usual in
commercial duralumin. Alloy I-2 was prepared under
commercial conditions from aluminum of very much
higher purity than is ordinarily used for this purpose,

FIG% L—DlmenslonsOfthetende -WI d thea W4nch-Mck alnmlmm
alloyshed mateiiak.

with the result that the iron and silicon contents were
very low.

Alloy 5sB diflered from ordinary durahnnin in hav-
itqg a lower copper content, and alloy 63A in having a
higher bon content. Although prepaxed specifically
for this invcs~~ation, both elloys were made in accord-
ance with commercial manufacturing procesms.

Alloys A17S and B17S are marketed commercially
and may be regarded as modifications of duralumin.
Like duralumin, they age-harden spontaneously at
room temperatures, but are said to be more suitable
for cold forming. Both alloys nominally contain
approximately 0.3 percent maggntium and very little
manganese. The A17S alloy has an even lower cop-
per content (about 2.5 percent) than does the special
alloy 5sB. The strengths of neither of these alloys
after age-hardeni.mg is as high as that of ordinary
durahunin.

Alloy 51S, another commercial product, i.mhmded
primarily for forging%, is essentially an ahuninum-base
alloy containing 1 percent silicon and 0.6 percent
ma=aesium. A striking difference between 51S and
duralumiu is the ahnost complete absence of copper
in the former. Although it age-hardens substan-
tially at room temperature, reheating to about 150° C.
is necessary for the development of maximum physical
properties

The alloy commercially designated as 25S nominally
contains 4.5 percent copper, 0.S percent silicon, and
0.S percent manganese. Unlike duralumin, it con-
tains no magnesium. Superior hot-working qualities
are claimed for it. It has found extensive use in
forged parts in which l@h stresses are encountered in
service, such as aircraft propellers and connecting rods
for internal combustion en.tics. The alloy does not
age-harden appreciably at room tamperaturca, reheat-
ing to about 145° C. b@g required to produce maxi-
mum properties.

The tensile properties of the materials discussed
above, in various conditions of heat trmtment rmd
prior to exposure to corrosive conditions, are contnined
in table H and summarized in fi=gre 6.

PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS

The initial step in the preparation of specimens con-
sisted in machi.r@ them from strip material M
received from the manufacturers. The tensile bare
used in nearly all the tests had an over-all length of 10
inches and a reduced section % inch wide which ta-
pered to rLwidth of 1 inch at the grip ends. The
detailed dimensions of the specimens are shown dia-
grammatically in figure 1.

The machined tensile bms were given a preliminary
annealing treatment by heating for 2J/ hours at 460°
C. and cooling with the furnace. An electric-rcaistance
furnace was used and no attempt was made to control
the atmosphere within the muffle of the furnace.

The annealed specimens were subjected to a “solu-
tion heat treatment”, which usually consisted in
heating in a fused nitrate bath at 600° to 510° C. for a
period of 15 minutes. Variations from this procedure,
made for speciiic purposes, will be noted later.

After the solution heat treatment the specimens were
quenched. Various quenching mediums were used,
ice water and boiling water being by far the most
frequently employed. Particular care was exercised
in effecting all quenching rapidly. The quenched
specimens, unless othetie .qmci.iically noted, were
permitted to age-harden at room temperatures for
a minimum period of 2 weeks prior to the corrosion
tests or before the determination of their “initial”
properties For those specimens to be e~~osed to
the weather the aging period was approximately 3
months.

All specimens, prior to the application of additional
coati~s or before corrosion tests., were cleaned free
from grease by washing twice with clwm benzine and
once with alcohol. AU specimens to which the same
treatments had been applied were designated as “sots”
and were stamped with corresponding numbers,
Protective surface coatings were applied to a number of
sets of specimen9. A limited number of sets wero
mechanically worked in various ways after aging.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

GENERAL

A departure from the mom commonly used methods
in corrosion tasting was utilized estansively in the
present investigation. The method had bean advo-
cated by Blough (reference 8), and was perhaps first
used by Basch and Sayre (reference 9). It consisted in
the carrying out of corrosion tests upon tensile speci-
mens that were machined to size prior to corrosion.
It should be borne in mind, in considering the results
which follow, that the tensile properties obtained on
such bars after corrosion, are usually slightly lower
than if tha machining had been done after corrosion,

SHEET MATE~

and to reveal the
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period at which specimens were
withdrawn for test. On the curves which show the
maximum depth of penetration of corrosive attack,
the depth is efirmsed in terms of percent of half the
thichmws of the sheet.

LABORATORYTE9TS

The laboratory corrosion tests were performed
almost exclusively by the intermittent-imme~ion
method. This method was selected because: (1) Pre-
liminary tests by the sah%pray method (reference 7)
and by the continuous-immersion method (reference 2)

had indicated that, although the results obtained were
simihw, both required longer periods than the inter-

because corrosion occurred on the cut edges of the
machined s~ecimen.

For each set of specimens a number of tensile
bars were prepcxed. A few of these were tested to
determine the average tensile properties of the uncor-
roded material. The remainder were subjected to
corrosive conditions in either laboratory or wedJmr-
exTosure tests, or both. The corroded bars were
removed at intervals and tasted. A comparison of the
tensile properties of the corroded bars, with those of
uncorroded bars, served as n measure of the corrosion.
Elongation values were obtained over a central 2-inch
gage length. Microscopic examinations were made to
determine the nature and predominating type of cor-
rosive attack, and the actual depth of penetration of
the attack was measured on all specimens exposed to
the weather.

Much of the information presented herein is in
graphicnl form. The points appearing on the indi-
vidual curves ‘*rve only for purposes of identification

mittent-immersion method to produce equivalent
losses in tensile properties; and (2) the alterm-u% we~
ting and au of the surfaces in the intarmittent-
imnmrsion method simulated conditions existing in air-
craft swvice more closely than would continuadwetting.

The intermittent-immersion apparatus (fig. 2) has
been described in detail (reference 2). The tensile
specimens, supported horizontally on edge in a glms
frameworli, were lowered periodically into the corrosive
solution and then withdrawn into the air to dry.
Erich “wet and dry” cycle occupied 15 minutes, during
about 14 minutes of which the specimens were sus-
pended in the air.

Numerous intermittent-immersion tests were also
conducted in speciilly developed apparatus which
permitted the application of repeated flexural stress
or static stress throughout the test periods. As these
modified appliances have aheady been described
(references 6 and 7), the results obtained will be touched
upon only briefly in the present report.
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A number of corioding m“ediums were employed in
the intermittent-immersion tests. but,”. o-king to its
rapid action, a solution consisting of 9.parts by volume
of n normal sodium chloride solution &d 1 of 6om--
mercial hydrogen peroxide (3 percent) mis most fre-
quently utilized. The resultant solution was o.QV in

NaCl and 0.134 in H20,.

WEATHER.BXPOSUEE TMTS -

The racks for the weather-exposure tests were
installed at three locations which represented typical
clinmtic conditions, as follows: ‘

(1) Bureau of Stmdruds, Wa&pgton, D. C., repre-
sentative of a temperate inland exposure, free horn

—

Sea assured occasional contact of the specimens with
spray and less fkequent thorough wettings during
storms. The racks at Hampton Roads were located
on a platform attached to the side of rLpier, about 3
feet above highest tide, where the specimens were
inclined at about 45° and subject to wettings as at
Coco solo.

Specimens exposed at Washington, D. C., and ot
Hampton Roads, Vs., were withdrawn for test at
intervals of 6 months over a 5-year period. Owing to
the more sever~y corrosive conditions at Coco Solo,
the specimens were withdrawn at shorter intervals.
After 37 months the specimens which remained wore
lost during a severe storm.

II . . ‘1

/,/.--,
&.-—

1

i.

~GUEE 3.—~eatk+uyJmm0 rack and sp?cimem on the rc+f of the nmthwwt LmfMfngat the B~ of Standards, W’eshfngtcm,D.O.

industrial contamination and from marine conditions. At all three locations the exposure of the two suT-
(2) Naval Air Station, Hampton Roads, Vs., repre- faces of the specimens necessarily differed somewhat,

sentative of temperate seacoast conditions, with
occasional contact with sat water.

(3) Fleet Air Base, Coco Solo, Canal Zone, repre-
sentative of tropical seacoast conditions, with occa-
sional contagt with salt water.

The racks at the Bureau of Standards (fig. 3) were
situated on a roof. They faced the south and were
inclined at an angle of approximately 10° horn the
horizontal. The Coco Solo racks (fig. 4) faced the
south and wore inclined at an angle of about 45°.
Their situation upon a breakwater on the Caribbean

owing to the fact that one surfa~ invariably receivc~
the &ect rays of the sun while the othe~ did not.
Since such a condition is frequently paralleled in serv-
ice, it was not deemed desirable to change the posi-
tions of the specimens during the exposure periods.

CONl!ROLSPE~lEN&3

Duplicate specimens of all sets included in tho
weather-exposure tests were kept in the laboratory in
sealed glass containers and withdrawn at 6-month
intervals over the 5-year period for compmison with
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the exposed specimens. A dry atmosphere was main-
tained within the containem by the use of soda lime.
The specimens were suspended in such a manner that
they did not touch the dehydrating agent.

STRENGTH-DUCTUJTY RELATIONS IN CORRODED

SPECIMENS

The exposure of upward of 2,500 specimens made it
possible to determine with some accuracy the relative

14-gage sheet duralumin until corrosive attnclc has
penetrated in excess of 20 percent of the thickness.
Although no curves showing the relationships of tho
“yield points” of these alloys to the percentage of the
initial elongation have been included, the data indi-
cated that the effect of corrosion was even less than
upon the tensile strength. Appreciable lowering of
the “yield point” was not in evidence until the per-
cent of the initial elongation fell considerably below 40.

Elongofion,~cenf
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~GURE 6.—ReMions of dmm@h4ncillity fndex to @yafd prqmtks of hmt-trmttxidmahmdn - to theWeather.

chrmgea in physical properties resulting from corro-
sion, irrespective of both time and locality of exposure.
The strength-ductility relations are summarized in
figure 6. The curves reveal that the changes in ten-
sile strength relative to elongation were practically
the same for all the alloys tested. Corrosion resulted
in lowering the elongation of the materials to approx-
imately 40 percent of its initial value with accom-
panying losses in strm@h seldom exceeding 5,OOO
pounds per square inch. Additional losses in blo~a~
tion were associated with rapid decreases in strength.
It is noteworthy, also, that the data have indicated
that marked 10SSMin tensile strength do not occur in

These results are indicative that severely corroded
duralumin, with elongation values of from S to 10 per-
cent, could be regarded as dependable for the support
of heaw static loads. For service conditions con-
ducive to sudden impact or repeated stresses the same
material would be unsuitable because of the embrittle-
ment caused by the lowered ductility.

Figure 5 is included to convey an idea as to the
number and distribution of the plotted points on
which, for example, curve” D of figure 6 was based.
The ordinate deaiggation, the strength-ductili~ index,
is practically proportional to the ono used in figure 6.
It maybe deiined as the ratio, on a percentage basis,
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of the product of the tensile strength and elong+diion of
the corroded specimen to, the corresponding average
product for the uncorroded sptiimens. The range of
deviation of the physical properties, from the average
value represented by the curves, is seen to be quite
limited.

FACTORS AFFECTING SUSCEPTIBILITYTO CORROSION

RATE OF COOLING IN QUENCELU4C4

Knerr (reference 10) was probably the fit to note
that the susceptibility of duralumiu to corrosion
depends to some extent upon its condition of heat
treatment and wrote that “the rate of cooling in heat

SHEETMMmRLw3 USED IN AIRCRKFl? 291

tensile properties of duralumin quenched in these
various mediums were approximately identical after
aging at room temperature. But quenching in cold
water rendered sheet duralumin very much more resist-
ant to corrosive attack, as evidenced by the rate of loss
in physical properties, than did quenching in cold oil
or in hot water, irrespective of the conditions of
exposure.

For all practicrd purposw, duralumin quenched in
water at 25° C. hrtd a corrosion-resistance equivalent
to that obtained by quenching in ice water, although
the latter is to be recommended. Duralumin quenched
in oil at 0° C. behaved practically the same as that
quenched in oil at 25° C. After 5 years’ exposure at
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treatment has a strong influence on its resistance to
corrosion, as indicated by the s~lt+PmY test-” T~
was coniirnmd early in laboratory tests of the present
investigation (reference 3), the results of which were
in agreement with those obtained in the exposure tests.
Sets of specimens in both @-pea of corrosion tests were
quenched in one of the following: (1) Ice water at 2°
to 7° C.; (2) water at room temperature (approximately
26° C.); (3) boiling water; (4) oil at room temperature;
and (6) oil cooled to approximately 0° C.

LOSS ~ PHYSICAL PEOPHSS

The results obtained on specimens exposed at
Washington and Coco Solo are shown in figure 7,
where the exceedingly important rble played by the
rate of cooling is apparent on a glance. The initial

.

Washington, duralumin quenched in cold water had
retained more than 95 percent of its initial elongation.
The comparable value of durahunin quenched in cold
oil was only slighly in excess of 85 after somewhat more
than a year’s exposure, while that of materi~ qu~ched
in boiling water fell below 80 within 6 months and
reached a value of 60 within 18 months. The excep-
tionally rapid rate of loss in ductility of duralumi.n
quenched in cold oil or hot water, and exposed at Coco
Solo, is especially to be noted. The ductiliw value
fell below 70 in less than 3 months. These results
may be considered typical of severe marine conditions
in general.

It is noteworthy that the decrme in ductility of
cold-water-quenched duralumin at Coco Solo was
comparable with the rate at which the same material
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quenched in boiling wwier deteriorated at Washington.
The need for additional protective coatings, under
severe corrosive conditions, is therefore apparent.

From the foregoing, the necessity for n rapid rate of
cooling from the solution heat treatment temperature
is indicated. This condition is satisfied by the use of
cold water, but not by the use of hot water or cold oil.
Quenching in the latter two mediums is sometimes
done in practice to reduce distortion due to internal
stmssea. For mrtterial of thick cross section this pro-
cedure may be satisfactory, but not for sheet material
of the kind used in this investigation.

TYPm OFCORROSfVE ATTACK

Two distincti~e types of corrosive attack occur in
duralumin. The iirst (fig. 8c), which has been termed

I I I I I

CO~ FOR AERONAUTICS

removal of the loosely adherent grains. More rarely,
intercrystalline attack starts at the base of a relatively
deep pit, probably indicating slow cooling of the
interior of the metal as compared with the surface.

An intercrystalline attack also occurs in which the
usual tendency to penetrate deeply seemingly ceases:
the attack spreads laterally beneath the surface and
results in localized bulging of the surface layer of the
metal, as shown in figure 8e and f. The bulged layer
falls off after a time, causing a characteristic scmcer-
shaped depresion on the surface (fig. 9e and f).
Metier (reference 12) haa deacribod this as a &s-
tinctive type which he terms “pock-form” corrosion,
Its occurrence is associated with those methods of heat
treatment which involve reheating after the solution
heat treatment.

1

.

0 Quenched inice waier I
111111

v ,, I,waier &.2S°C Exposed d #Vosh/ngfon,D.C.
‘A ,, tt bot-lf-ng wafer - -— -—
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D c, ., ,, ,/ 25-C
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$20 ‘4--- ._ -4- ---—4 —--=_ - .
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Corrosion perio~ mon fhs

FII.?UEM7.—EUeciofrate ofqnenchfng upon theresktanee ofdumkunfn tocmmsfon. AU spdmems given a mlutfon heat treatment 16minutes at fJW O.

the “pitting” type, is a purely superficial phenomenon
analogous to the ordinary rusting of ferrous metals.
The corrosive mediums result in the eating a-ivayof the
surface metal with the formation of pits which bear no
evident relationship to the structure of the metal.
The second (fig. 8rL), or intarcrystalline, type of attack
is particularly insidious, because it may begin at a
relatively few and not easily discernible surface nuclei
and, following the crystalline or grain boundaries,
proceed deeply into the metal or entirely through sheet
material. Intercrystalhe attack was eaxly shown
(reference 11) to result in serious embrittlement in
sheet duralumin and. to be associated with certain
incorrect methods of heati treatment (reference 3).

Occasionally, intercrystalline attack presents the
appearance (fig. 8b) of having begun around the edges
of a previously developed pit. It is usually to be
inferred in this case that the attack was entidy of the
int+mcrystalline type and that the pit resulted from the

The attack shown in figure 8d, although strongly
suggestive of a coarsely intercrystalline trend, differs
markedly in appearance from the typical intercrystrd-
line attack pictured in figure 8a. It is characterized,
particularly in its earlier stages, by the relatively
greater width of the attacked intercrystalline nreas,
and by the relative frequency of pits beneath areas so
attacked. It appears to represent a stage of attack
intermediate between the two distinctive types and,
like “pock-form” corrosion, its occurrence is I.imihd
in duralumin to material heat treated by a few of the
less commonly used methods.

Although the various @pes of attack described above
are readily distinguishable under the microscope, they
are not usually determinable from a macro-examina-
tion of the surface, aside from the “pock-form ~>cor-
rosion already noted. Thus, the specimens shown in
figure 9C and d are quite similar in aspect despite tho
predominate presence of intercrystalline attack in d and
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its absence in c. Specimens cent.ai.n.@ iutercrystah
line attack, however, after being tested in tension,
frequently exhibited a characteristic “crazed” appear-
ance (fig. 24d) indicative of embrittlement.

CAUSE9 OF INTRRCRY51’AIMNE ATYACX

Duralumin, structnrrdly, consist% of a matrix of an
nlurninum-rich solid solution throughout which are
disseminated particles of harder constituents, princi-
pally Cu& and iron-magnesium-manganese-silicon
bearing constituents. In addition to the particles
which are redly visible under the microscope, there
is good reason for believing that there are other sub-
microscopic particles which may originate by precipi-
tation from solid solution during the aging operation
and tc which the alloy may owe its superior strength
rmd hardness.

Since the majority of the wrought-aluminum alloys
consist essentially of an aluminum-rich solid solution,
the size and distribution of the precipitated constit-
uents ai70rd one of the principal means of differentia-
tion of the alloys under the microscope. Such differ-
ences are usually less marked between heatAreated
alloys of &similar chemical composition, than between
any one alloy in its cast and wrought condition. The
differences involved me apparent from a comparison
of figure 10a, b, and c with each other and then with
figure 11.

Experiments were performed to determine whether
or not rnicrostructurnl ch~mes in wrought duralumin,
resulting from various heat treatments, could be cor-
related with the tendency toward the development of
the intercrystslline attack. The frequent appearance
upon the surface of specimens corroded in the labora-
tory of a reddish-brown deposit, containing copper,
suggested that the copper-bearing constituent, CU&
might be intimately associated with corrosion phenom-
ena in duralumin.

In order to obtain coniirmatcry evidence, observa-
tions were made upon the polished surfaces of a few
duralumin-~e alloys, in the cast condition, while they
were being subjected to attack by n corrosive reagent.
Corrosive attack of aluminum and aluminum-rich
alloys results in the liberation of hydrogen. In order
to hold the bubbles of gas in Au and so reveal where
the corrosive attack was most intense, the polished
section of the specimen, after momentary dipping in
the retqymt, was covered with glycerine. The tests
confirmed previous evidence in revealing positively
preferential attack on the constituents. IGmmples
of this method are illustrated in figure 11.

Microscopic examination on slightly etched speci-
mens demonstrated quite conclusively that in duralu-
min quenched in hot water or cold oil, there was a dis-
tinct tendency for the precipitation of the Cu&
throughout the grains and for the coalescence of con-

stituents along

.
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the grain boundaries. This distribu-
tion was found also to prevail in annealed material,
but not in specinmns quenched in cold water. Differ-
ences in microstructure of this kind am exemplified in
figure 12. The specimens pictured in a, b, c, and f of
figure 12 developed intercgwtdine attack in less than
5 hours in iutmrnittent-immersion tests in the chloride-
peroxide reagent, whereas such attack was not present
in d and eat the conclusion of the test period of 80 days.

The evidence accumul~ted in the present investi-
gation all points to the coalescence of the CUAI, rmd
associated constituents at the ~~ain boundaries as n
very important cause for the susceptibility of durnl-
nmin to intercrystalline attack. l?or example, no
duralumin specimen, quenched in cold water from o
solution heat treatment temperature of 600° 0.? ond
aged at room temperature, developed iutercrystdlhm
attack in either laborato~ tests in various corrosive
mediums, or in the wedher-exposure tests. On tho
other hand, the intercrystrdline attack was found on
every specimen quenched in cold oil or hot water.
These facts support the conclusion that the tendency
toward an intercrystalline attack when corroded may
be inherent in duralumin under speciiic conditions of
heat treatment and not so under others.

It is not to be inferred that the acturd mechmism of
intercrystalline corrosion is amenable to as simple n
partial explanation as the foregoing might seem to
imply. The potential relationships involved in the
corrosion of duralumin are exceedingly complex, rmd
not at present entirely comprehended. Microscopic
evidence, for example, reveals the C?u& constituent
to be often surrounded by a sheath (fig. 10f), probably
of a complex eutectic, the composition of which
remains unknown and which conceivably might be the
constituent attacked in the process of corrosion.
Often, too, the CUAI, occurs intimately associated
with other constituent (&g. 10e). The fact remoins,
however, that the distribution of the Ch& constitu-
ent probably plays the detemmm. . g r81e, in durahunim

This does not necessarily imply that intercrystnlline
corrosion will not develop under specific conditions in
ccld-waterquenched duralumin. The subsequent re-
heating of such material at elevated temperatures may
induce coalescence of constituents at the grain boun-
daries (fig. 12f ). It is possible that under corrosivo
conditions in which there is a deficiency of o~genl or
the application of certain unusual types of external
stresses, intercrystalline attack might develop for
reasons other than the distribution of microstructural
constituents.

It has been observed, in intermittent-immemion
laboratory corrosion tests in the chloride-peroxide
reagent, that the effect of stress wns, in general, to
intensify the rate of corrosive attack and not to influ-
ence its typo materially. This applies to specimcms,
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stressed either in static tension or alternately by flex-
ure (reference 6), with the stresses frequently in the
neighborhood of the “yield point.”

The view entertained by certain Eumpenn metal-
lurgists, that internal stresses may be the prime cause
of intorcrystalline attack in aluminum alloys, has not
been corroborated here in the-case of durahnnin. The
known susceptibility of annealed wrought duralumin
to intercrystalli.ne attnck is in itself in opposition to
this hypothesis. Opinions considered in the past
that certain mediums, such as salt solutions, might
bo the prime cause for the development of intercrys-
hdline fittack, can also no longer be regarded as tenable.

RATE OF PRNMTLATION OF CORROSfVE AIT~CK

The maximum depth of corr@ve attack WV-Wdeter-
mined on rdl specimens exposed to the weather. The
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ties of duralumin corroded in an intercrystalline
fashion are appreciably lower than those of simihw
material which, after service for the same length of
time, shows only the pitting type of attack.

The presence or absence of saline conditions may
be regarded as a vital factor in determiningg the rate of
corrosion during the initial period of accelerated
attack. In the absence of such conditions as, for
example, at Washington, the initial period of accel-
erated attack on “properly” heat=treated materials,
seldom resulted in attack (pitting) exceeding 0.002
inch ii depth; the resulting 10ESin physical properties
was insufficient to lower the elongation much below
95 percent of its initial value (fig. 7). In the presence
of saline conditions, as at Coco Solo rmd Hampton
Roads, an initial arrest on cold-water-quenched materi-
als occurred when the percentage of the initial elonga-
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results obtained on durahunin quenched in ice water
and in boiling water are represented graphically in
figure 13. The following conclusions are supported
by the data: (1) I?or a given period of time the inter-
crystrdline attack penetrates much more deeply than
does pitting, which tends to widen rather than deepen;
(2) the depth of both types of attack is a function of
the conditions of mposure, being appreciably greater
in the presence than in the absence of saline conditions
for the same length of time; (3) the rate of penetration
of both types of attack is highest during the early
periods of exposure, the initial period of accelerated
nttmck being followed by one of more or less complete
cessntion or arreat over a prolonged period. These
conclusions, of course, apply only in the absence of
stresses acting sim~tnneously with corrosion.

The foregoing nffords an e.splanation for a fact fre-
quently observed in practice, that the tensile propor-

tion approxinded 65 and the corresponding depth of
penetration of attack wcs between 0.003 and 0.004
inch.

The differences were much more pronounced on
durahunin specimens hemXrented “improperly”, as
by quenching in boiling water (fig. 13). At Washing-
ton the most rapid rate of penetration of intercrystrd-
line attack occurred within the first 6 months, renching
a depth of approximately 0.004 inch. During the
remainder of the 4j4-year-exposure period the depth
increased only to 0.006 inch. The elongation decrensed
within 18 months to approximately 65 percent of its
initial value, and then fell off very slowly to mbout 55
percent at the conclusion of the test period (@. 7).

At Coco Solo, howevor, the intercrystaWne attack
penetrated very rapidly during the fimt 6 months and
reached a depth of about 0.007 inch. The elongation
decreased to approximately 20 percent of its initial
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value. The lower elongation obtained for nearly
identical masimum depths of intercrystrdline attack
may be attributed, at lenst in part, to the much greater
number of areas-of attack in a unit of surface area at
Coco Solo than at Washington. Less accelerated
penetration occurred at Coco Solo to the conclusion of
the 37-month-exposure period, at which time the mwri-
mum depth of attack approximated 0.024 inch.
Hence, if both sides of the 0.064-inch-thick sheet were
attacked to the same degree, penetration after 37
months would amount to 90 percent of the thic.lmess.

An important feature in the corrosion of the alumi-
num alloy sheet materials, the variation in the rate of
attack, is to be noted in figure 13 and is in practically
constant evidence in all the iigures illustrating the
effects of corrosion on the ductility. It is apparent

COMMTIT13E FOR AERONAUTICS

num alloys. It has been attributed to the fornmtion of
a protective oxide film or to the protective effect of
accumulated products formed as a result of corrosion.
The mis.tence of this period of practical cessation of
attack in ahuninum alloys is of importance with
respect to their permanence in service. Particuhuly
is this so on sheet material, where corrosion is equiva-
lent, in effect, to an appreciable reduction in thiclmess.

The lmowledge that corrosion may practically cease
after a time, and that the physical properties moy
remain practically unchanged for a period of yems
thereafter, is reassuring. But it is highly improbable
that the arrest period continues indefinitely. Tho
evidence in the present investigation merely confirms
the existence of an arrest period and demonstmtes
that it endures for at least 4 years on correctly
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that corrosion at a particular locality did not result in
a progressive lowering of the tensile properties or
increase in depth of attack in proportion to the period
of exposure. The major loss, without exception, was
found to occur within the iirst 18 months of exposure to
the weather, and usually within the first 6 months. An
arrest or relatively very slow attack followed, during
which the ductility and penetration values remained
practically unchanged to the conclusion of the 5-year-
test period. It cannot be presumed, however, that
such an arrest would occur on sheet material highly
stressed in service, There is some evidence to indicate
that locnlized l@h stiesses at the base of corroded
areas render them more susceptible to further cor-
rosion.

This tendency toward arrest after an initial period
of accelerated attack has been noted by other investi-
gritom (reference 13) and in metals other than ahuni-

heabtreated, l+t--gage sheet-aluminum alloys exposed,
in the absence of stresses, under relatively sovero
conditions.

It is conceivable that the arrwt period may bo
followed by one or more stages of accelerated attack
and arrest. Such a possibility is suggested, in fact, by
a few of the curves depicting the behavior of materials
prone to intercrystalline attack and exposed under
marine conditions (figs. 7, 13, and 26).

Conditions OFAGING

The phenomenon of hardening, or aging, which
occurs at room temperature in durahmin rapidly
cooled from the solution heat treatment temperature,
is regarded by most authorities (references 14 ancl 16)
as the result of precipitation of submicroscopic con-
stituents from the solid solution matrix The process
is frequently designated as “precipitation hardening.”
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More or less complete hardimi~ takes” place -in
quenched duralumin within a week, the greater part
of which occurs within the tit 48 houm. The process
can be accelerated by heating for relatively short
periods at slightly elevated temperatures, which is
termed ‘(artificial aging.”

Laboratory teats (reference - 3) indicated that
duralumin quenched in ice water and immediately
aged artificially at 100°, 135°, 200° or 285° C. wcs
rendered susceptible to the intercrysi%lline type of
corrosive attack. Maximum susceptibility was ob-
served when aging was carried out at 135° C., material
so treated being even more susceptible to corrosive
attnck than duralumin quenched in boiling water but
nged in the ordinary manner. It is of inter-t to
observe that the type of attack present on duralumiu
aged at 285° C. closely resembled that illustrated in
&yre 8d.

The evidence indicated that susceptibility to inter-
crystnlline attack had its inception at about 100° C.
and thrtt the period of heating might on occaaions be
n determining factor. Specimens aged in an electric
resistance furnace for a period of 7 hours at 100° C.
developed only the pitting type of attack when subs~
quently corroded in a chloride solution, whereas spec-
imens aged similarly for 24 hours developed inter-
crystalline attack. On the other hand, specimens
aged in rLsteam bath for 24 hours at 100° C. did not
exhibit intercrystnlline corrosion.

Tho effect of reheating quenched-and-aged dura-
lnmin was found to be much the same as when the
heating was performed immediately after quenching
following solution heat tnmtment. Hence, the appli-
cation to sheet duralumin of protective coatings
which require “baking” at an elevated temperature
is inadvisable. The changes in microstructure result+
ing from reheating were diilicult to interpret. At
those temperatures which made for extreme suscepti-
bility of corrosive attack, however, there was notice-
able a tendency (fig. 12f) for constituents to precipi-
t~te from the solid solution and to coalesce.

The results of weather-exposme tests at Washington
and Coco Solo, of duralumin aged in various manners,
are given in figure 14. All the specimens were
quenched in ice water after the solution heat treat-
ment. It will be noted that specimens aged 24 hours
at 100° C. (in steam) behaved sirnihly, in the matter
of loss in ductility, to those aged at room temperature.
Specimens aged at 135° or 150° C. resembled each
other in behavior, but were appreciably inferior to the
ones aged at the lower temperatures. It is “apparent
from figure 14 that duralumin sheet aged at the two
highest temperature might be rendered unfit for serv-
ice in less than 2 months at Coco Solo. At both
Hampton Roads and Coco Solo intercrystilline corro-
sion penetrated the specimens with unusual rapidity.
Surface Inyera frequently fell from the sheet and, in

general, the surface appearance of these specimens
was far worse than that of any others exposed to the
weather (fig. 9e and f).

The remilts in the pre9ent investigation are in close
agreement with those independently obtained with a
“ superdurahmin” by Meissner (reference 12), who
found the temperature range of 135° to 150° C. for
artificial aging to favor maximum susceptibility to cor-
rosive attack. This was true irrespective of the rate
of cooling following the solution heat treatment or
following the precipitation hardening treatment.

Some aluminum fdloys require artificial aging treab
ments for the attainment of maximum physical proper-
ties aa, for example, the alloys commercially dwig-
rmted as 25S and 51S. It so happens that the recom-
mended treatment involves heating for periods of
from 8 to 17 hours at about 140° C. for alloy 25S and
nbout 160° C. for alloy 51S. Boiih the laboratory and
weather-exposure teats indicated that these alloys are
much more susceptible to corrosive attack in the arti-
ficially aged condition than when aged at room tem-
peratures. However, their use has been more or less
restricted to mnssive forgingg such as propellem.
Inasmuch as corrosion phenomena are confined to sur-
face action, the factor of corrosion becomes an increas-
ingly negligible one as the thiclmes-s of the metal
section is increased, with the exception of parts sub-
jected to repeated fluctuations of stress.

l?igure 15 will serve to illustrate indirectly the effect
of artiiiciil aging upon the corrosion resistance of alloy
25S in sheet form. Specimens so aged, despite the
subsequent applications of surface protective coatings
prior to exposure, exhibited a relatively rapid loss in
ductility with accompanying intercrystalline attack.
The sets designated in @e 15 as artdkirdly aged
were exposed in the condition of heat treatment ns
performed by the manufacturer. Incidentally, the
“chromium varnish” coating applied to these speci-
mens failed completely to atlord protection, as revealed
by visual macro-examination, after less than a year
at WashinO@n and less than 6 months at Hampton
Roads and Coco Solo. Reference to figure 28g will
illustrate that the surface appeammce of the corroded
sheet was uniformly poor.

The aluminum-pigmented spar varnish coating,
applied on an oxidized surface, however, showed little
visible evidences of failure at the conclusion of the
maximum exposure periods at any of the localities
The curves illustrate that lack of visible evidence of
failure on the paint coating does not necessarily signify
that moisture may not have penetrated the protective
coating and caused corrosion and 10S in tensile
propertiw.

COLD-WORKINGAFTER VARYING AGING INTERVAL-9

A few sets of specimens of 17S alloy were included
in the weather-exposure program to determine the
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relative corrosion resistance of duralumin specimens section at both ends. The average initial tensile prop-
given various periods of a~ging at room temperatures erties of the specimens, cold-worked as above, mm
and then cold-worked equivalent amounts. The given in table Ill.
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treatments are summarized in iigu.re 16, together with It will be noted from figure 16 that the aging period
the reanh% at Washington and Hampton Roads. prior to cold-working was for all practical purposu+
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tensile-testing machine, the 10-percent stretch being
determined over a Xnch gage length on the reduced
section. The 10-percent increase in length of the
cold-rolled specimens was measured~over a 5-iuch gage
length, which extended slightly beyond the reduced

Specime~ given the intermediate aging period of W3
hours appeared somewhat inferior in corrosion resist-
ance to those aged only 1 hour or to those aged 3
weeks or more, but the diilerence was not great. Thd
the method of quenching played a more importrmt r810
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than did the subsequent aging period is evident from
the rapid loss in ductility, at both loctdities, of speci-
mens quenched in boil@ water.

In the specimens given the l-hour aggm periods,
there were some indications of additiontd age-hardening
after cold-working, which may account for the differ-
ence in belmvior of specimens of this set as compared
with the others. The corrosive attack was predomi-
nantly of the pitting type, except on a few of the speci-
mens exposed at Washington and the fit three
withdrawn at Hampton Roads; on these the inter-
mediate type (fig. 8d) was occasionally in evidence.
Intercrystalline attack was found only on specimens

FIGURE

to shorter periods at the usual temperature of 505° C.
Laboratory tests (reference 3) showed that quenching
from.a temperature of 425° C. resulted in appreciably
lower tensile properties, even though the heating was
prolonged as much as 8 hours. It was apparent that
the temperature was too low to effect complete solu-
tion of the alloy constituents. After a 3-month period
of age-hardening the ultimata tensile strength was
approximately 47,OOOpounds per square inch, and the
average elongation about 19 percent (table III). The
ultimate tensile strength and elongation of duralumin
heated at 505° C., and quenched and aged, averaged
approximately 62,200 pounds per square inch and 20.7
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.
of the set which was quenched in boiling water prior to
cold-working.

The weather-exposure tests would indicate that
cold-working of material quenched in boilii water
resulted in acceleration of corrosive attack, which
induced n more rapid loss in ductili~ during the first
year than occurred in the absence of cold-workiqg.
J?or periods of exposure in excess of a year, however,
the tensile properties of the specimens were practically
the same, irrespective of the initial cold-working.
Compare, for example, the sets quenched in boiling
water and exposed at Washin@on (@s. 7 and 16).
Cold-working of properly heat-treated and aged dural-
umin did not materially aflect its corrosion resistance
(fig. 17).

TEFIPERATUREANDDURATIONOFSOLUTIONHEATTREATMENT

At tlm time that this investigation was begun some
nletalhmgists advocated solution heat treatment of
dumlurnin at 425° C. for a prolonged time, in preference

ads of

percent, respectively. This k reason suilicient to dis-
courage the use of the lower solution heat treatment
temperature. Both laboratory and weather-exposure
teats demonstited, moreover, that the corrosion
resistance of material quenched from 425° C. was some-
what inferior to that quenched from 505° C., which
further removes the former treatment horn practical
considmation. The results from the weather-exposure
tests are shown in figure 18.

Typical intercrystalline attack was not in evidence
on any of the specimens quenched from 425° C., the
predominating type of attack on specimems heated for
a period of less than 4 hours being that of figure 8d.
Longer heating periods appeared to result in some
slight improvement in corrosion resistance and the
attack present was invariably that of the pitting type.
The exposure-test results also revealed no practical
difference in the corrosion behavior of duralumin
sheet heated for 15 or for 60 minu~ at 505° C. prior
to quenching (fig. 18).
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Previous laboratory tests (reference 2) on aluminum
alloys of varying chemical compositions led to the

and allowed to age at room temperature. The solution
heat treatment temperature was 505° C. for all the
alloys except 25S and 51S, for which 520° C. was used.
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tentative conclusion that, of the elements usually pre9-
ent, copper is most closely related to the susceptibility
to corrosion. The results of the weather-exposure
tests on the same alloys are given .gaphiw-dly in @rea

It will be noted horn figure 19 that the corrosion
resistance of all the alloys, when exposed at Washing-
ton, was uniformly excellent. The percent of tlm
initial elongation was mom than 80 at the end of tho

Cwrosicm period,mom’hs

FIGcm 19.—Effect of chamical comraitfon nfmn the ccmmdon of efnmfmnn efloye _ at W’mhf@on. Alf .mcimem mfutfon heat-tmntc=i, quenched
*, and@ 3 monti at room temp2m3toM

19,20, and 21. Inasmuch as these alloys varied appre-
ciably with respect to their physical properties, the
actual data obtained are given in detail in table II.
AU the rdloys exposed to the weather were quenehed
in ice water, after a 15-minutw solution heat treatment,

in Ice

5-year exposure period. l?or all practical purposes,
their corrosion resistance can be regarded as about tlm
same for the period covered by the tests.

It maybe seen from iigures 20 and 21 that the behav-
ior of the alloys, whether exposed at Coco Solo or at
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Hampton Rods, was quite similar, with corrosion The

tending to result in somewhat lower physical proper- selves,
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order in which the materials arranged them-
during the fit year, in sequence of increasing

ties at the former locality. The consistently higher I susceptibility to corrosion as based on the ductility

o Alloy 17S v Alloy ; -; A AtfoY 63A
x ,) A17S 4,$- &= 25 S
Au B17S D “ 58B VW 51 s
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values obtained on specimens of alloy I–2, A17S, and values, was practically the same at both localities.

68B would indicate that the use of high purity mate- However, there was sufficient scatter within the speci-

rials and lower copper contents does appreciably in- mens of any given set, or alloy, as to make any rigid

crease the resistance of duraluro.in to corrosion. The classification extremely dubious. l?ractically all of

. 0 Alloy17S v Alloy 1-1 & Alloy 63A
x- Ali’S 4 ,, 1-2 h“ 25 S
A- B17S Dn 58B Y- 51 s
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consistently lower values obtained on specimens of alloy the alloys, after the maximum exposure period at each

63A, on the other hand, may be taken as indicative locality, had ductility values higher than 55, which

that relatively high iron contents tend toward inferior indicat= that there were no appreciable losses in ten-

corroaion resistance. sile strength.
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For alloys varying only dightiy from the ordinary
durahunin composition it appears certain that the
factors of heat treatment, more particularly the method
of quenching and subsequent reheating, are of major
%nportrmee in rendering such material resistant to
corrosion. The r61e pl~yed by slight variations in
chemical composition is, in comparison, a minor one.
This is -well exemplified in figure 22, which illustrates
that duralumin from different manufacturers, when
heat-treated in identical manners, were markedly
simihw in behavior in the weather-exposure tests.

In this connection it is noteworthy that no inter-
crystdline attack was found on any of the ice-water-
quenched specimens of alloys 17S, I-1, I–2, A17S,
B17S, 58B, or 63A after exposure. The attack on
dIoy 51S was predominmrtly of the pitting type; a

specimens removed at a given time at each locality,
irrespective of their composition, heat treatment, or
protective coatings. Thusj with rdl the other varia-
bles taken into consideration, the more general effects
of locality of corrosion on the ~<average” aluminum

alloy are emphasized. It is apparent that saline con-
ditions of exposure, as at Hampton Roads or Coco
SO1O,definitely cause a much more rapid initial rate
Of ~OSSof ductili~.

A comparison of the localities can be made on tho

basis of an arbitrarily selected vaIue of the percentage
of the initial elongation. ht it be assumed that, when
the value has fallen below 80, corrosion has resulted in
lowering the tensile properties n definite amount
(fig. 6). The average value of the utli.nmte strength
for duralumin would then be about 59,000 pounds per

I I I I I
QQffnc~un? Moke/s orig~;~designaf[on

I
Ex osed o+;

o Wuter 25°C Wa.s~!~ forJ,D.C.
----- 7Coco so o

b 0;/ ., .l::T

100 / L 1 ! , .
.

Corrosion period, monfhs

FIGURE z2.-Oemfmrfmn ofomcufonrd9tancesof two dumlmdm from sxmrate mannfactnrws. AU am @ven a SOIutienbeet hwatment IS mbmtes

few specimens contained areas suggestive of inter-
crystdi.ne attack, but in no case was it typically
developed. The attack on alloy 25S was of & typ$
closely resembling that shown in figure 8d.

EFFEH OF LOCALITY

Detinite information on the effect of the weather at
the three localities upon the corrosion of specific alu@-
num alloys under specitlc conditions of treatment, has
been given for the individual sets in the results pre-
sented graphically. Owing to the fact, however, that
only a single specimen of each set was removed for
test at each interval, the results cannot be regarded as
quantitatively nccumte. They are better to be
regarded w “pilot” tests useful for indicating, within
limits of reasonable accuracy, what behavior may be
exq)ected nt each of the three localities.

~ @We 23 are p]otted fie aver~e elongation and

depth of penetration of attack values of at least 40

at505”0.

square inch, and the elongation appro.xinmtoly 17
percent.

It will be noted (fig. 23) that ~t Washington tho
ductility value was still above 80 at the end of 5 years.
At Hampton Roads the value, 80, was reached in
about 3 months, and was above 60 after 5 years’
exposure. At Coco Solo the value, 80, was attained
in less than 2 months; at the end of 3X years it was
not below 40. It will be recalIed that appreciable
losses in tensile strength do not occur in duralumin
until this value falls below 40 (fig. 6). The foregoing
emphasizes clearly the relative permanence of alumi-
num alloys in genmdj the more so since these results
were obtained on sheet material only 0.064 inch thick.

However, properly heat-treated A.uninum alloy
sheet material was found to be much less susceptible
h corrosive attack than the data in figure 23 would
indicate. ~ figure 25 me .c~m p]othd on the basis

of averages on the five uncoated alloys least susceptible
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to corrosive attack The alloys uniformly represented
among the highest values were those designated as
I-2, A17S,B17S, 58B, 17S, and, at Washingkmonly, 51S.
All specimens were quenched in ice watar, after the
solution heat tmwtraent, and aged at room temperature.

Exposure to the wedher 5 years at Washington
resulted in only slight losses in physical properties.
At both Hampton Roads and Coco Solo the ductility
value was well above 70 after the maximum exposure
period. Penetration of corrosive attack, which was
invariably of the pitting type, was seldom more than
0.006 inch at the end of 5 years, usually being less
than 0.003 inch at Wmhington. The arrest in cor-
rosive action at the marine localities, following initial
attack, ia well in evidence horn the average of both the
elongation and the depth of penetration values.

The relative impenmmence of alloys not correctly
heat-treated is well exemplified by the curves of figure
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line type in all cams. It will be noted in particular
that im%rcrystalline attack may be expected to pene-
trate entirely 0.064-inch material, exposed under condi-
tions as severe as those prevailing at Coco Solo, in a
period of horn 3 to 4 years (fig. 24c).

The data in table IV are presented to furnish sum-
marily an approximate idea of the probable behavior
of aluminum alloy sheet at the three localities.

l~ON m SEAWATER

At Hampton Roads the specimens were placed on
the exposure racks on May 5,1927. Between May 5,
1928, and November 5, 1928, one of the exposure racks
accidentally became immersed in the sea water, where
it lay until removed early in January 1929. The
specimens were therefore continuously immersed for a
period of not less than 2 nor more than 8 months.
The effects of the immersion are shown in figure 27,
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26. The curves are based on averages of the five
uncoated sets of specimens most susceptible to attack
at all three localities. These were all 17S material
hated at 505° C. and then treated as follows: (1)
Quenched in ice water and aged 3 hours at 150° C.;
(2) quenched in boiling water and aged 3 months at
room temperature; (3) quenched in boiling water, aged
96 hours at room temperature, and stretched 10 per-
cent of length; (4) quenched in ice water, aged 96
hours at room temperature and reheated 5 hours at
135° C.; (5) quenched in oil at 25° C. and aged 3 months
at room temperature.

The exceptionally rapid lowering of the ductili~,
to values of approximately 20 and below at Hampton
Roads and Coco Soloj is especially to be noted. The
initial arrest at Washington, however, occurred at a
value of about 60. Tlm attack was of the intercrystal-

where the specimens which lay in the sea water were
arbitrary plotted as having been removed nfter 6
months.

The curves indicate that at the conclusion of the .
12-month exposure period the specimens were nearing
the end of ‘the initial period of rapid attack. Immer-
sion in the sea water, however, remilted in another
period of accelerated attack, during which the tensile
properties were lowered to approximately 50,000
pounds per square inch and the elongation to 6.5 per-
cent or lower. It may also be concluded that immer-
sion in sea water should result in a much more rapid
initial rate of corrosion than ordinary exposure to
saline atmospheres. Some of the immersed specimens
were subsequently placed back for weather exposure
an additional 3% years, during which no further
marked 10WX in tensile properties occurred.
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STORAGE IN SEALED CONTAINERS

Specimens stored in the dry atmosphere of the “sealed
contai.mm for 5 years shmved no evidence whatever,
on microscopic examination, of the presenee of cor-
rosive attack. It may, therefore, be concluded that
the presence of moistme is an essential factor for
corrosion. Neither was there any evidence of 10MCS
in tensile properties during the storage period. Both
these facts tend to refute a conjecture voiced a number
of years ago, as a probable explanation of intercrystal-
line corrosion phenomena, that alloys of the duralumin
type might be subject to spontaneous disintegration.

In general, there was some alight evidence of minor
increases in tensile properties, or further age-hardening
in the majority of the sets of specimens. The evidence

100

o
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by quenching in boiling water. Hence, corrosion of
the underlying metal with the accompanying loss in
tensde properties served as a criterion of the “break-

doti” of the coating. A number of the. coatings,
however, was also applied to duralumin quenched in
cold water, to permit more rigid comparison with
conditions I.ikeIy to prevad in actuaI service.

Surface coatings on aluminum and its alloys may
arbitrarily be classified into four principal groups, viz:
(1) Metallic coatings; (2] oxide coatings; (3) organic
coatings, such as paints, varnishes, lacquers, grease,
etc.; and (4) combinations of the oxide and organic
coatings. All four classes of coatings were investi-
gated. Only 2 coatings of about 50 tested atlorded
complete protection to the underlying metal through-
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was most pronounced on alloys 25S and 51S, quenched
in ice water from 520° C. and aged at room tempera-
tures, and on duralumin which was oold worked by
stretching after an aging period at room temperature
of 01.dy 1 hour. Specimens of alloy 51S and of the
stretched duralumin exposed at Washington 5 yems
actually exhibited properties slightly higher than when
originally exposed, as indicated in &ures 16 and 19.

RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF PROTECTIVE COATINGS

The advisability of applying protective surface
codings to durahmin to be used under marine condi-
tions has already been indicated. The subject of
protective coatings was not investigated systematically
in the weather-exposure series, although a number of
random coatings were included. There axe reviewed
here only the results of outstanding importance.

‘ Most of the coatings exposed to the weather were
applied to duralumin rendered susceptible to corrosion

out the duration of the exposure tests at all three
localities.

The tit of these wss a sprayed metal coating of
pure aluminum prepared in accordance with a sugges-
tion by Dr. E. W. Gillett, contained in a progrms
report to the sponsors of the project as early as October
1925, which read: “It is thought that a layer of pure
aluminum on the surface of duralumin may aid in
several ways. It is to be expected that the corrosion
of such a layer would be very materially loss than that
of duralumin. Such a sprayed layer would be light
and would ailord a very good’ foothold’ for any coating
applied on top of it.”

The mating w-as applied by metal spraying onto a
previously sand-blssted duralumin surface, the speci-
mens being heat-treated after spraying to restore the
physical properties which were lowered by the sand-
blasting operation. No losses in tensile properties
were obtained in laboratory corrosion tes~, in the
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chloride-peroxide reagent, extending over 2 months.
Specimens exposed to the weather under saline coali-
tions for n period of 3 years &o exhibited no loss in
properties. Loss of the specimens then remaining in
the recks made necessaq- the discontinuance of tests
of this set.

The second coating, which gave complete protection
over the entire 5 years at Washington and Hampton
Roads and the 37-month period at Coco SO1O,was of
the type marketed commercially under the trade name

I I I I
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llgage 17S sh.mt IIIFItwial. Alf spdxnem gfmn a solutfon heat trcabnent at
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“Alclad” (reference 16). The Alclad product tcwied
consisted of a duralumin (17S) base to which a coating
of high purity aluminum was integrally bonded through
a transition zone of intemlloying. The thiclmess of the
coating on each side closely approximated 5 percent of
the total thickness of the 0.064-inch sheet.

The Alclad 17S material was exposed to the weather
in both the hob and C.old-waterquenched conditions.
In neither did the corrosive attack, over the maximum
period of exposure, penetrate through the aluminum
coating (iig. 24a and b). The ductility values for
the material remained consistently above 95. Neither

CO?@U7?lmE FOR AERONAUTICS

was corrosion observed to any considerable extent
on the cut edges of the exposed tensile specimens,
Specimens quenched in boiling water and exposed at
Washington showed occasional traces of intorcrystrd-
line attack on the cut edges after 2 years’ exposure,
but the tensile properties were not lowered.

The Alclad coat@ also showed to very marked
advantage in the laboratory stress-corrosion teats
(reference 6). Its use under conditions of severe
static stress or repeated flexuml stresses appears
=pecially to be recommended. It was found also to
possess certain advantages with respect to the effects
of abrasion. A number of Alclnd specimens wem
scratched very severely, with a pair of sharp dividers
(fig. 28b). These specimens showed no loss in physi-
cal propertks after intamittent-immemion tests in
the laboratory after 40 days in the chloride-perosiclo
solution, even when under static stresses of appro.si-
mately 20,000 pounds per square inch. The presence
of relatively light scratches (fig. 28a), however, was
found to be very detrimental when flexuml stresses of
approximately 20,000 pounds per square inch (which
are well above the endurance limit) were applied
simultaneously with corrosion by the intermittent-
imrnersion method. But no losses in ductility had
occurred on any of the scratched specimens after 4X
years’ exposure at Washington or Hampton Roads.

The tensile strength of tie marketed Alclad 17ST
alloy usually averagea about 6,000 pounds per square
inch lower (based on the total thickness of the sheet)
than that of uncoated heat-treated 17S alloy. But
when this factor can be neglected, the use of the Alclad
~eet under severe corrosive conditions is unquestion-
ably to be recommended in aircraft in preference to
duralumin otheti coated. (%atings of the oxide
and organic types applied on AlClad sheet would still
further increase its effectiveness.

The following coatings, electrodeposited on dural-
umin, were included in the weather-exposure test
series at Washington: (1) Chromium, 0.00006 inch
thick; (2) chromium, 0.0002 inch thick; (3) niclcel,
0.0002 inch thick with a chromium finish 0.00006 inch
thick. Although initially superficially excellent in
appearance, the coatings developed cracks (fig. 28c)
and the material showed rapid loss in ductility in less
than a year at Washington. These coatings me un-
questionably not to be recommended for use in aircraft
where resistance to corrosion is an important factor.

In general, oxide-surface coatings alone, or orgmic-
surface coatings alone, gave inadequate protection for
long periods under the climatic conditions prevailing
at Hampton Roads and Coco Solo. The coating pro-
duced by the Bengough anodic process (reference 17)
visibly failed at Washington in less than 3 years, and
at Hampton Roads and Coco Solo in less than a year.
An initial application of grease to the oxide coating
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Bangongh anwfleally appllwl oxide cmtln% (o) Stemlay dear Iacqueq (d) Stanfey dear lacqnar on Bengougb oxfdMrcntwl eurfam; (e) alnmlnurn pigmented “Ruet-VeW’ gream; 0 a zlno abromata base pafnti
(g) carbonbhk h lh!wd elf; th) fdmnhmm pigmented spar vnmdslv (1) olumlnum pigmented spar varnhb on Bengongb oxld+trmted mrface. Note espmlally the suwrforfty of wathge applted to surfaces
prevlmldy anodleelfy treated. xl.
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gave some additional protection, but was in itself
insufficient. The continued application of grease at
short intervals would undoubtedly have proved more
efficacious but was impracticable in thi$ se”ties of t@ts.
The addition of aluminum powder to grenaea reauh%d
in markedly incensing their efficiencies as protective
agents.

Two organic coatings were outstanding among those
applied to duralumin ships whose previous surface
treatment consisted simply in being cleaned free from
grense. These were: (1) +luminum “powder” in a
vehicle of good grades of long oil varnishes; and (2)
n zinc chromate bnse paint. Neither showed visible
evidence of fnilure after 5 years’ exposure at Washing-
ton, but did so within 4X months at Coco Solo (i&. 29).

Better protection was afforded by the same coatings
when applied to specimens previously oxidized. The
aluminum-pigmented spar varnish coating, when
applied to surfaces anodized by the Bengough process,
wn9 outstanding among coatings of thi9 type (reference
7). For conditions analogous to those in Waahiugton,
combinations of the orgrmic coatings on oxidized
surfaces cnn be relied upon as satisfactory for periods
perhaps as long aa 2 yearn. A renemll of the paint
coating at that time wotid appear to be advisable.
Although no visible evidence of failure ww noticeable,
in coatings of this kind there was without doubt some
penetration of moisture after 2 years. This was
revealed by the loss in ductility of the underlying
metal, when it had been intentionally rendwed prone
to intercrystnlline attack. That losses were not
detected after 5 years’ exposure at Washington, on
properly heat-treated metal similarly coated wns, of
course, to be attributed to the inherent rwistance to
corrosion of the metal itself.

It hns nlready been pointed out that the position of
the specimens in the weather-exposure racks was not
changed during the period of their exposure. As a
result, the products formed by corrosion usually
accumulated in greater amounts, on uncoated speci-
mens, on the surfwea which faced earthward (fig. 9).
It m~y also be seen, by comparing iigure 9a, b, and c
that the corrosion products accumulated in greater
amounts at Coco Solo, being somewhat less at Hamp-
ton Roads, and very much less at Washington.

On specimens to which protective organic surface
coatings were applied, visible evidences of failure
usually occurred fit on the shard surface, pre-
sumably owing partly to the action of ultra-violet rays.
An example of the relative differences in the appear-
ance of the skywnrd and earthward surfaces may be
seen in figure 28f. Figure 29 reveals the relative
efficiencies of certain of the coatings previously dis-
cussed, after approximately 4% months’ exposure at
Coco Solo. The superiority, in the adherence of var-
nishes or lacquers which were applied to a surface pre-
viously anodically treated, is plai.dy evident.

CONCLUSIONS

On ‘the bnsis of numerous labo~ato~ corrosion tests
and, weather+mpos~e-., tests, cm~ucted over a period
of more than 5 yeara at Washington, D. C., Hampton
Roads, Vs., and Coco Solo, Canal Zone, the fol-
lowing conclusions appear to be warranted:

1. The type of corrosive attack in duralumin is
most frequently one of two distinctive ~es, viz,
pitting or intercrystalline. The method of heat treak
ment ordinarily plays a much more important rdle
than do minor differences in chemical composition in
detmmhing which type of attack will develop under
corrosive conditions. Moisture is essential to the
development of corrosive attack of either type. The
type of attack is not materially influenced by varia-
tiom in the composition of the corroding medium.

2. Aluminum alloy sheet materials of the durahmin
type are, when properly heat-heated, to be regarded
w thoroughly reliable from the standpoint of relative
permanence in service.

3. The method of heat treatment of wrought dural-
umin is of the utmost importance with re9pect to its
subsequent behavior under conditions conducive to
corrosion. Solution heat tm.atment, quenching, and
aging, must each be performed in accordance with the
recommendations which follow, if satisfactory cor-
rosion resistance is an objective.

4. Solution heat treatment should be carried out
nuder conditions of accurate control, at temperatures
ranging from 500° to 5100C. (930° to 9500F.), for a
period ,sticient to insure thorough heating. For
sheet materhd approximating thicknesses of 14 gage,
a period of from 15 to 30 minutes is satisfactory in a
nitrate bath. Prolonged heating at somewhat lower
temperaties results in lower tensile properties and
relatively inferior corrosion resistance.

5. Quenching should be effected quickly into a
medium conducive to a rapid rate of cooling. A
recommended medium is water at a temperature
below 25°C. (77 °F.), present in suflioient quantity,
with reference to the mass of the metal, to prevent the
formation of steam.

6. Ag+hnxdening of duralumin should be permitted
to occur at temperatures below 100°C. (212 °F.).

7. Quenching in hot water or cold oil, and nging or
reheating quenched-and-aged duralumin at tempera-
tures in excess of 100°C. (212°F.) renders duralumin
inherently susceptible to the insidious type of attack
tamed intercrystalline.

8. Intercrystalline attack has been shown, by
means of microscopic examinations, to be intimately
related to the amount and distribution of the precipi-
tated constituents, particihrly Cu&. The com-
pound Cu&, however, occurs closely associated with
other constituents and may not be the constituent
actually attacked during the proc~ of corrosion.
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9. Intercrystillhe attack tends to increase in depth
much more rapidly than that of the pitting type, the
former tending to penetrate and the latter to widen.
The rate of penetration of both types is a function of
the conditions of exposure, being appreciably more
rapid, in the initial stagea of exposure, in the presence
of saline” conditions. Chlorides are particularly con-
ducive to rapid ratw of corrosive attack in duralurnin.

10. An initial period of relatively rapid corrosive
attack usually ceases within the first 18 months’
exposure, and is followed by one of long duration dur-
ing which further losses in tensile properties are small.

11. Corrosion in wrought duralumin-type alloys
tends to lower the elongation to about 40 percent of its
initial value before appreciable 10ESWin tensile strength
occur. The latter do not become manifest, ih 14-gage
sheet duralumin, until corrosive attack has penetrated
in excess of a total of 20 percent of the thickness.

12. Cold-working duralumin for s~aht amounts
does not aifect its corrosion resistmce materially.

13. Alloys prepared from high purity components
tend to be more corrosion resistant. J&h iron con-
tents appear to render aluminum alloys somewhat
more susceptible to corrosive attack. hv copper
contants tend toward improved corrosion resistance.

14. Protective surface corkings are essential on
duralumin if the material is to be used under condi-
tions conducive to rapid corrosion.

15. Electrodeposited coatingg of nickel or chromi-
um, or both, are entirely unsuited for use as surface
protective coatings in aircraft under corrosive condi-
tions.

16. Surface coatings of the oxide or organic types,
when used alone, are inadequate for protection over
long periods under severe corrosive conditions.

17. A number of combinations of the oxide and
organic type coatings have given adequate protection
for satisfactory periods under severe corrosive condi-
tions. Aluminum pigmented spar varnish, applied
to a surface anodized by the Bengough proce.w, was
found to be particuhwly efficacious.

18. Protective coatings of aluminum are undoubt-
edly to be recommended whenever corrosive condi-
tions are severe. Alclad type products were found to
be highly resistant to corrosive attack, and exhibited
no consistent loss in tensile properties throughout
the maximum duration of the weather-exposure tests.

BUREAU OF STANDARDS,

WASHINGTON, D. C., March %3,1934.
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TABLE I

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF ALUMINUM ALLOY
MATERIALS USED IN THE WEATHEILEXPOSURE
TESTS

17s ●-..__
B ●~..----
1-1 ●-------
1-1 b-----
1-2 ●—----
I-2 b—-.--
&3B●-------
63A .-.--.-
A17S *..-.-
B17S ●-----
25s ●------
51s =-------

O.zt
.29
.al
.!33
.10

:E
.%
.%
.22

i!

----------
cr&16

.---—----
---------
----------
—.-.-.—-
-.---.-.-
Ni<.02
----------
-.-.-.---
.---------
-—-.---O-

r, SIL Zn, C& NL
Snj Zn, C% NL
Sn3nZn,Nit Pb,Ca.

~a Zn,CujPb,NL

s% Zn,c% NL
SrLZn,0.9.
S% Zn,C% Ni,
Sn, Zn, C% Nf.
Sn, Zn, O% Ni, Afg,
SO, Zn, Ca, N1.

● Bnrmu ofSbmdards’enrdyskmade by J. & Scimrrer, ohernlst.
: .A#l&yamofsctumr.

J Dnrahmln [nrrbbd by tbe Bausb Maetdna Tool ti. TIM ramainlng allnyg
were fnrnisbti by tbe Alnmlnum co. of America.

TABLE II

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND DEPTH OF PENETR-4TION OF CORROSIVE A’IYPACK ON 14 G.4GE SHEET
ALUMINUM ALLOY MATERIALS AI?I’ER EXPOSURE TO THE WEATHER”
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!
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62,m 2L5 21.0
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J3.5
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lh5 !4 3

61,m 145,K0 ;;: i
w w%

2L5 J4.O 14.6
59,m /4&m3

:;
2% 1s-o !5.0 2

36
% :

&m Ufllwl J4&750 55,m -2i6 2LO
24

J6.O H: 2
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J6
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@wJ flqm 69,WJ 21.6 2LO f6.6 120 2

4s
fu :

37
Uml 61,WO J4%W awl 220 2L0 jfio l&5 fs

54
6

am Wgxl ’226 16.0 J7.5 13.0 :
..------ m 63,3W I !$% IXw ‘ZA6 %6 I&o (“) 3 (,;6 (*)7

ALLOY I-1 -DURALUMIN ~TH “ CONTROLLED” IRON-SILIOON RATIO, APPROXIMATELY 1:10

20.6
17.0
120
16-0
ILo
145
17.0
lh5
16.0
m 5
17.5

-

y: p): ;
la o da 2
14.0 ●z ~s
lho 2 5
lh6 3 4
M.o 3 6
13-0 3 6
lL5 45 7
(O 3 6

20.0
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2L6
!mO
lK5
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2LO
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ALLOY I-2 -DURALUMIN MADE FROM HIGH PURITY MATERLLH ●

T
o$
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3
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4 4
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9
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2L O
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I&s
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ALLOY 56B ~DURALUMIN-TYPE ALLOY TVfTH LOIV 00PPER 00NTENT (3.1PEROENT) *

T
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m 5 (~ 5 2
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2LO
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!mO
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19.0
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le.o.
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14.0
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&aIootnotsaatendoftabta
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TABLE H—Continued

T2N~ PEOPE3TE2

BXPOSU2E PERIOD L4Xnlm’ DEPTH or
UMm8tetensilestrength

rENETM?loH
E1ongatian in 2 fnohw

* other ynf V?mh- Hamp * wti Hamp ~w H~P cm
ti~om Mm f“gto” && &n& =: R%%
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i
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17.6
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2ao
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6

;
3
3
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ALLOY 23S~DURALUhD3?-TYPE 00MMEROIAL. AI/LOY WITH HIGH SIL1OON 00NTENT (fWPEROENT) AND NO MAGNESIUM

I I 1 1 r t
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. All alloysjexcept25S and61S,were vana .dntion heat freatment at K& O. for 16 ndnntm in a fnmd nftrete lmtbj

temrmam prior to $
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF DURALUMIN 17S) SPECI-
&MENS IN THEIR INITIAL (UNCORROD D) CONDI-

TIONS AFTER BEING GIVEN THE TREATMENTS
INDICATED AND AGED AT ROOM TEMPERATURES
I?OR AN ADDITIONAL 3 MONTHS

505 I 16minutes.-[ 2

MM ..-.do-—– 2
Ca5 .-do---- 2

it

W5 15 mlnuta... 2

60.$ ._..do -----
505 ._–do—.—. i
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5LM _._do...__. IMI
Km .__do—___ lCBI

506 16 m[nutes.- 2

Em yc#---- 2
1% —... -. 2

-H-
420 MUl;utes.-. 25
425 2s
4% ._..do=- 25

: .!.Y%:::-Z: ii
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mqgQPa-
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TABLE IV

THE APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF TIME IN MONTHS,
REQUIRED FOR THE ELONGATIOti VALUES OF
ALUMINUM ALLOYS TO FALL BELOW THE DESIG-
NATED AMOUNTS AS DETERMINED IN THE
WEATHER-EXPOSU!RE TESTS

]Montbsrequlrdat Iocdltyti fall belowelungntion vfdne
I

Permnt

I

AllollF#agt&to

82
elonga- —

tion
VJwh-
po~

I Alloys ansceptmleto
ln~ *ok I

● VeJne did not fall blow ~ during the dim expmum p?liod.
J Value did not fall below 70 during the entire oxpesom pmiod.
● V81nedld not fall below ~ during the entke emxare P3ricd.
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